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 JLio (I974) 95-IIO Printed in Great Britain

 Like subject verbs and causal clauses in English

 JANET DEAN FODOR

 University of Connecticut

 (Received 4 May I973)

 Perlmutter claimed (Perlmutter, I968) that the like subject constraint in English

 is a deep structure constraint. Apart from being a contribution to a theory of

 filtering devices in natural languages, this claim is of interest because it is based on

 the assignment of abstract deep structures containing causal clauses which do not
 appear in surface structure. For example, Perlmutter proposed deriving the
 sentence:

 (I) (= (7))1 I tried to be arrested.

 from the deep structures:

 (2) (= (IO) I tried [I {g} [Pro arrest I]]

 rather than from the more conservative:

 (3) (= (9)) I tried [Pro arrest I]

 Like other proposed abstract deep structures, (2) brings out the meaning of the
 sentence; it predicts paraphrase relations between (i) and the sentences:

 (4.) I tried to [get (myself) arrested.
 tlet myself be arrested.J

 Perlmutter presented independent evidence for this analysis, but he also used it
 to explain away what would otherwise have been counterexamples to the claim

 that the like subject constraint holds over deep structures (the 'deep subject
 hypothesis').

 I shall show that the motivation for these abstract deep structures is very weak,

 and that they do not in any case preserve the deep subject hypothesis from

 counterexamples. The like subject constraint in English holds over derived
 structures (the 'derived subject hypothesis') and the postulated causal clauses
 do no work at all. My intention is partly just to set straight the facts about Eng-
 lish, but also to illustrate the dangers inherent in a form of linguistic argumenta-

 [i] Numbering in parentheses, and all page references, refer to Perlmutter (I968). Perl-
 mutter no longer accepts the theory he proposed there (personal communication, con-
 taining many helpful comments for which I express my thanks), so I have referred to it
 throughout in the past tense.
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 tion explicitly allowed by Lakoff (I968) and employed in practice quite generally,
 especially by the advocates of abstract underlying structures.
 An argument for a transformational treatment of some phenomenon may take

 the form of an argument that a certain transformation must exist in the grammar

 of the language, or it may be an argument that certain sentences must have
 underlying structures distinct in certain ways from their surface structures. In
 the latter case it would appear to be unnecessary to the argument (though of
 course necessary to a complete description of the language) to specify the details
 of the transformation(s) mapping the postulated underlying structures on to sur-
 face structures. Perlmutter's argument was of this form, but it turns out to be
 invalid because the problem that his deep structures were designed to cope with
 simply reappears in the transformational component. Such analyses cannot
 properly be evaluated without considering the transformational rules they would
 require.

 i. THE DEEP SUBJECT HYPOTHESIS

 The original reason for postulating a like subject constraint (henceforth LSC) in
 English was that some verbs can take complements only if the subject of the
 complement is deleted. For example:

 (5) (= (I)) I condescended to go.
 (6) (= (2)) *I condescended (for) Clyde to go.

 Lakoff (I965) proposed that the like subject verbs should be regarded as positive
 absolute exceptions to Equi-NP Deletion, i.e. that complement structures con-
 taining these verbs must meet the structural description of Equi-NP Deletion
 as well as obligatorily undergoing the structural change. This amounts to
 imposing a like subject constraint on the noun phrase which is the subject of the
 complement at the point at which Equi-NP Deletion applies, i.e. on the derived
 subject.

 Perlmutter rejected this proposal on the grounds that although it accounts for

 (5), (6) and (7):

 (7) (= (i)) I condescended to allow him to go.

 it cannot account for the unacceptability of (8):

 (8) (= (i)) *I condescended to be allowed to go.

 (In fact this sentence, and several other starred examples from Perlmutter, are
 not totally unacceptable to many speakers. Their marginality will be explained
 shortly.) The deep subject hypothesis predicts all of these judgments, for the deep
 structures of (5) and (7) meet the LSC and the deep structures of (6) and (8)
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 violate it. But since the derived structure of (8) meets the LSC, the derived

 subject hypothesis does not exclude this sentence.

 Perlmutter concluded that the derived subject hypothesis is too weak. But the

 deep subject hypothesis is too strong. It would exclude not only (8) but also

 acceptable sentences with passive complements, for example:

 (9) (= (8)) I condescended to be arrested.
 (IO) (= (7)) I tried to be arrested.

 The deep structures standardly assigned to these sentences violate the LSC.

 Perlmutter had, therefore, to argue that these deep structures are incorrect. What

 he proposed was that at the deep structure level there is a clause intervening

 between the like subject verb and the clause which is its complement in surface

 structure. This intervening clause contains a subject which meets the LSC (i.e.
 is identical to the subject of try, condescend, etc., or to the direct object of verbs

 like persuade, force), and its verb is either get or let or perhaps some other causal

 verb or pro-verb.

 The acceptability of (io) was thus to be explained by deriving it from the deep
 structure:

 (II) (= (io)) I tried [I {fet} [Pro arrest I]]

 which does meet the LSC. The fact that not all complements are acceptable

 beneath like subject verbs, for example:

 'said
 (12) (= (i8)) *Karl tried to be {.rumoured to enjoy surfing.

 was explained by the observation that these complements are not acceptable

 beneath get/let either:

 (I3) ( (I4)) *Karl let himself be rumoured to enjoy surfing.
 (14) (= (15)) *Karl got himself rumoured to enjoy surfing.
 (I5) (= (i6)) *Karl got rumoured to enjoy surfing.

 Thus the sentences of (12) have no well-formed deep structure. On a standard

 analysis their deep structures violate the LSC, and deep structures with inter-

 vening causal clauses would violate some constraint on the causal verb.

 2. THERE IS A DERIVED STRUCTURE LSC

 A sentence like (io) must be derived from its deep structure (iI) by means of a
 causal clause deletion rule, and it is this rule that is the weak point in the analysis.

 Let me observe first that it is a causal CLAUSE deletion rule that is needed, not

 merely a causal VERB deletion rule as Perlmutter suggested. It might appear that

 the subject of the causal clause could be deleted by Equi-NP Deletion, under

 97
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 identity with the appropriate noun phrase in the try clause above it. But Equi-NP

 Deletion under identity with this noun phrase is needed to delete the subject of
 the clause beneath the causal clause, i.e. the surface structure complement of try.
 The subject of this lowest clause cannot be deleted under identity with the sub-

 ject of the causal clause because Equi-NP Deletion does not apply to let, and
 applies only optionally to get. For example:

 (i6) I let myself be arrested.

 (I7) *1 let be arrested.
 (i8) I got myself arrested.

 (i9) I got arrested.

 To permit Equi-NP Deletion under identity with the subject of let or get when

 these verbs appear beneath try would thus require vastly complicated contextual

 restrictions to prevent the derivation of sentences like (I7) and (20):

 (20) *1 tried to let be arrested.

 which retain the causal verb, while generating the acceptable sentence:

 (2I) I tried to be arrested.

 in which the causal verb has been deleted.

 Instead, Equi-NP Deletion must be allowed to apply normally on the get/let
 cycle, generating (i6), (i8) or (I9) beneath try. Then the whole causal clause can

 optionally be deleted. Finally, obligatory Equi-NP Deletion on the try cycle will

 delete the subject of its complement-either the subject of the causal clause or, if
 the causal clause has been deleted, the subject of the arrest clause. Unless

 Equi-NP Deletion is to apply twice on the try cycle, once before causal verb
 deletion to delete, optionally, the subject of the causal verb, and once after

 causal verb deletion to delete, obligatorily, the subject of arrest, there must be a
 transformation that deletes the whole causal clause, not just the causal verb. This

 is significant in itself, because the need for a transformation to delete exactly the

 material, in this case the causal clause, whose existence is being hypothesized,
 casts some suspicion on the hypothesis that that material exists. As I shall argue
 later, the causal clause almost certainly does not.

 More important at the moment is the fact that try must STILL be regarded as an

 absolute exception to Equi-NP Deletion (or subject to some equivalent con-
 straint). Whatever the complement of try, it must not, in surface structure, con-
 tain an undeleted subject. The subject of the complement must be deleted by

 Equi-NP Deletion, hence it must be identical to the subject of try. But this
 means that the DERIVED structure, after the operation of the causal clause deletion
 rule, must meet the LSC. Thus the LSC could take the form of a contextual
 restriction on causal clause deletion itself, or, as Lakoff suggested, a restriction

 on Equi-NP Deletion, or it might be an independent filtering mechanism apply-
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 ing to shallow or surface structures. What it CANNOT be, even on the causal

 clause analysis, is a constraint over deep structures. If it were, the structure (I I)
 underlying (Io) could undergo causal clause deletion without passivization of the
 arrest clause, giving the unacceptable:

 (22)* I tried (for) someone to arrest me.

 Without causal clause deletion this sentence is of course acceptable:

 [ get someone to arrest me.]

 tlet someone arrest me.

 The contrast between (IO) and (22), which differ only in derived structure, is
 predicted by a derived structure LSC whether or not we suppose that there are
 intervening causal clauses in deep structure. The important point is that even

 WITH intervening causal clauses a derived structure constraint is needed. Perl-
 mutter left the details of the causal clause deletion rule for further research, but

 they turn out to be quite fatal to the deep subject hypothesis. Allowed to apply
 freely, this rule simply undoes all of the good work of the causal clauses in en-
 suring that the LSC is met. The deletion rule, or its output, must therefore be
 constrained and what constrains it is the LSC.

 Let me now show that the generality of this conclusion really is warranted.
 The unacceptability of (22) compared with (IO) and (23) cannot be explained
 simply by constraining the causal clause deletion rule in terms of passivization
 of the complement. The deletion is permitted only with a passive complement in
 this case, but there are many pairs in which it is the active complement that is
 acceptable, for example:

 (24) I tried to arrest someone.

 (25) *I tried (for) someone to be arrested by me.

 The by me of (25) may, as Perlmutter suggested, be sufficient to account for its
 unacceptability, but the acceptability of (24) makes it clear that causal clause
 deletion is governed by whether the derived subject of the complement meets the
 LSC, not simply by whether the Passive transformation has applied.

 Other transformations that create derived subjects different from deep sub-

 jects demonstrate the same point. If there is a rule of Subject Raising, a deep
 structure LSC would exclude both:

 (26) I tried to appear to be asleep.
 (27) *I tried (for) it to appear that I was asleep.

 since both would have the deep structure:

 (28) I try [[I be asleep] appear]

 and this violates the LSC. Since (26) is acceptable, the intervening clause analysis

 99
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 must be invoked; (26) must be derived by causal clause deletion from the deep
 structure:

 (29) I try [I {get} [[I be asleep] appear]]

 But then causal clause deletion must not be allowed to take this deep structure
 into (27). The only way to prevent this appears to be by means of a derived
 structure LSC.

 By the interaction of Passive and Subject Raising we have:
 (30) I tried to be considered to be intelligent.

 (3I) *I tried (for) it to be considered that I was intelligent.
 (32) *I tried (for) people to consider me to be intelligent.

 (33) *1 tried (for) people to consider that I was intelligent.

 The only acceptable sentence is the one in which the derived subject of the com-

 plement meets the LSC and is deleted. Hence if all these sentences have the

 same deep structure, the LSC must apply to derived structures.

 If there is a rule of Tough Movement (see Postal, I97ia), the sentences:

 (34) John tried to be easy to get along with.

 (35) *John tried (for) it to be easy to get along with him.

 will have the same deep structure and must be distinguished by a derived struc-

 ture LSC. If there is a rule of Flip (Lakoff, I965) or Psych Movement (Postal,
 197ib), the sentences:

 (36) *We tried (for) the old man to be annoyed with us.

 (37) We tried to annoy the old man.

 will have a common deep structure. So will the sentences:

 (38) John condescended to be satisfied with getting less pay than Mary.

 (39) *John condescended (for) getting less pay than Mary to satisfy him.

 These pairs will also be distinguishable only in derived structure.

 Sentences like:

 (40) I shall try to marry Joe in Rome.

 (4I *I shall try (for) it to be in Rome that I ( will marry Joe.
 (ii) *J ~~~~~~~~~~shalltrI h1J)mryoe

 have also been assigned the same deep structure. Whether their common deep
 structure resembles (40) with a clefting rule to produce (4I), or resembles (41)
 with an adverb lowering rule to produce (40), the contrast between them requires

 a derived structure LSC. (Admittedly the form of marry in (4I) is a source of

 IOO
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 awkwardness, but the unacceptability must be ascribed to the LSC since a

 similar sentences with expect, which is not a like subject verb, is much more
 acceptable:

 (42) I expect it to be in Rome that I all} marry Joe.)
 LshallJ

 The sentences:

 (43) Smith condescended to ask the new President to grant him three favours.
 (44) *Smith condescended (for) there to be three favours that he

 would ask the new President to grant him.
 Lasked j

 have also been said to share a deep structure. Whether this resembles (43) with a
 there-insertion rule to give (44), or resembles (45):

 (45) Smith condescended [the favours [Smith ask the new President to grant
 him WH-favours] be three]

 with a rule of quantifier lowering to give (43), the difference in acceptability

 between (43) and (44) must be due to a derived structure constraint. (Notice that
 (44) is also worse than a similar sentence with expect:

 F would ask~
 (46) Smith expected there to be three favours that he { w the new

 Lasked J
 President to grant him.)

 Not all of the transformations I have illustrated will be acceptable to all
 linguists, but I hope I have made it clear that the deep subject hypothesis cannot

 be preserved by abandoning any one transformation. Unless we reject every one
 of these rules, together with any others that affect the identity of derived sub-

 jects, the deep subject hypothesis will make the wrong predictions. (If we did
 reject all of these rules it would become impossible to discriminate between the
 deep subject hypothesis and the derived subject hypothesis, but that is not

 surprising since then deep structures would be almost indistinguishable from
 derived structures.) Furthermore, even if the rule of Equi-NP Deletion is itself

 abandoned, in favour perhaps of an analysis that supplies a dummy noun phrase
 in case a noun phrase does not appear in surface structure, it is still derived
 subjects that count; the condition on like subject verbs would then be that the
 DERIVED subjects of their complements can ONLY be dummy noun phrases. (See
 Jackendoff, 1972, where this constraint is imposed by means of 'networks of
 coreference'.)

 Thus the data make it clear that the LSC applies to derived structures in
 English. But the data really is not needed, for it is perfectly clear that the deep

 subject hypothesis could not work. We start with the fact that like subject verbs

 IOI
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 never take complements with undeleted subjects in SURFACE structure. Any

 attempt to apply the LSC at the deep structure level is, therefore, bound to run

 into trouble as long as deep subjects and surface subjects are not necessarily

 identical. And it is equally clear that postulating intervening causal clauses in

 deep structure could not possibly remedy this defect of the theory. What must be

 ensured is that the surface complement of a verb like try meets the LSC. It is of

 no help at all to hypothesize the existence of ANOTHER clause which does meet

 the constraint.

 3. THERE IS NO DEEP STRUCTURE LSC

 We need a derived structure LSC. But, as Perlmutter observed, this is not suffi-

 cient by itself since complements like to be allowed to go or to be rumoured to enjoy

 surfing do not occur with like subject verbs even though they meet the derived
 structure LSC. It is conceivable that the deep structure LSC and the associated

 causal clause analysis might at least serve to supplement the derived structure
 LSC by excluding these unacceptable subjectless complements. But it can be

 shown that this is not so.

 First, this machinery is not sufficient for the job. As Perlmutter noted, it does

 not exclude sentences like:

 (47) (= (I28)) *We condescended to know them as the Fugs.

 Whether or not (47) has a well-formed deep structure with a causal clause, it
 should be derivable from the simple deep structure:

 (48) We condescended [we know them as the Fugs]

 Note that Perlmutter did not take the line that ONLY causal clauses can ever

 appear beneath like subject verbs in deep structure. This stronger claim would

 have ruled out the deep structure (48) and hence the sentence (47), but it
 wrongly predicts that sentences such as:

 (49) I tried to find a can opener.
 (5o) He condescended to address the populace.

 mean the same as:

 Igt(myself) to'
 (5i) I tried to {let mYslf j find a can opener.

 (52) He condescended to {lget (himself) to address the populace. {let himself f

 Instead, Perlmutter proposed (49) that (47) is unacceptable because 'con-
 descend requires that the verb embedded beneath it be [-Stative]'. He then
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 observed in a footnote (I02, fn. 3) that 'the distinction between [+ Stative] and

 [- Stative] may actually be too gross; it seems necessary to make finer distinc-
 tions among different kinds of statives'. In fact, as has often been observed since
 (e.g. by Fischer & Marshall, I969, and by Newmeyer, I969), stativity is not what

 is at issue at all. (47) contrasts with the acceptable:

 (53) (= (29)) We condescended to be known as the Fugs.

 But semantically the passive of know is just as 'stative' as the active, and pro-
 gressive aspect and do so substitution are equally unacceptable for both active

 and passive. Hence not all stative verbs are excluded. Furthermore some non-
 stative verbs are excluded, for example:

 (54) *1 condescended to digest my lunch.

 In a discussion of imperatives, which Perlmutter showed are subject to the

 same constraint, Fillmore (I968) proposed instead of a non-stativity constraint

 that the deleted subject must be the agent of the action described by the comple-
 ment. But in a sentence like:

 (55) Sam condescended to be arrested.

 it is certainly not Sam who is the agent of the arresting. Thus though it is often
 thought of as a constraint on agency, what the constraint actually requires is that
 the deleted subject should have some control (not necessarily exclusive control)

 over whether the action or situation described by the complement occurs. One

 can have control over a situation in this sense either by being the agent, or by
 permitting or inciting (letting or getting) some other agent to do something, or
 even by making sure that no agent does anything at all, for example:

 (56) Sam intends the picture to stay exactly where it is on the wall.

 I shall call this constraint the 'control constraint'. As has been observed in

 previous discussions of it, it is a semantic constraint; whether or not a comple-
 ment is controllable depends on a complex interaction of the meanings of all of

 its constituents, not just on a feature of its main verb. The fact that it is a semantic

 constraint explains why acceptability judgments on violations of it vary from

 person to person and from context to context, unlike judgments of violations of
 the syntactic like subject constraint.

 Once the control constraint is admitted (and it is only a refinement of a

 constraint which Peilmutter's theory also needed), it will do the work of ex-
 cluding ALL complements which are unacceptable with like subject verbs despite
 meeting the derived structure LSC. The deep structure LSC and the causal

 clauses are then unnecessary for this purpose. And the reason is obvious. The
 causal verbs get and let are themselves subject to the control constraint. One

 cannot get someone to do something, or let him do it, if he has no control over

 I03
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 whether he does it, any more than one can force or persuade him to do it in those

 circumstances. On Perlmutter's analysis the control constraint applied to like
 subject verbs indirectly, via the control constraint (not formulated) on the

 intervening getllet clauses; non-controllable complements were excluded with
 try or force because they do not occur with get and let. But applying the control
 constraint indirectly in this fashion requires the otherwise totally unnecessary
 machinery of a deep structure LSC and the causal clauses with their associated

 deletion transformation. Since the like subject verbs must in any case be marked

 as control verbs (because of (47)), the control constraint is all that is needed.
 But there is an even more conclusive reason for not using causal clauses and

 the LSC to exclude non-controllable complements. There are verbs which are

 not like subject verbs but which are subject to the control constraint. Perlmutter

 observed that the verb intend is like try, condescend, get, let, etc. in allowing the
 complements:

 (57) to be misunderstood by our friends.
 to be misunderstood by the public at large.
 to be known as the Fugs.

 to be examined by Dr Cronkite.

 and in not allowing the complements:

 (58) to be misunderstood by Bill.

 to be misunderstood by Joe, Frank, Pete, Harry and Mike.
 to know them as the Fugs.

 to be cleverly examined by Dr Cronkite.

 On the derived subject hypothesis this just shows that intend is subject to the
 control constraint. But it is not subject to the LSC; it can take complements with
 undeleted subjects, as in:

 (59) (= (I47C)) I intend (for) Ana to go.

 On the derived subject theory there are two independent constraints and intend
 is subject to one of them but not to the other. But intend cannot be accommodated
 by the deep subject theory.

 The distribution of the complements of (57) and (58) with like subject verbs
 was taken by Perlmutter as evidence for the causal clause analysis, for these
 complements are similarly distributed with get and let; the distribution with like
 subject verbs was then explained in terms of the distribution with the embedded
 get/let clauses. But this explanation works ONLY for like subject verbs, because it
 works only if there is no OTHER deep structure source from which the comple-
 ments of (58) could be derived. If intend was not classed as a like subject verb
 there could, therefore, be no explanation of its unacceptability with (58), for
 these complements could be derived from simple deep structures without inter-

 I04
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 vening causal clauses. But if intend WAS classed as a like subject verb, there could

 be no explanation of the acceptability of (59).
 On the derived subject hypothesis, the LSC excludes only those complements

 whose subjects have not been (and cannot be) deleted; all other unacceptable

 complements are ruled out by the control constraint. On the deep subject
 hypothesis, the LSC ruled out complements with undeleted subjects and also, in
 conjunction with the causal clauses, ruled out many of the unacceptable subject-
 less complements. The division of labour on the latter theory may seem to be

 more economical, but intend shows that it is not correct. The control constraint

 applies where the LSC does not, hence the LSC cannot be used as a way of

 imposing the control constraint. Observe that get and let are also like intend;

 they are obviously control verbs and yet, at least on Perlmutter's analysis of them

 as taking complements but not direct objects as well, they are not like subject
 verbs. Also, there are some speakers for whom try and condescend are not like

 subject verbs but even for these speakers they are control verbs.

 4. THE CAUSAL CLAUSES DO NOT EXIST

 The intervening causal clause analysis does not affect the level at which the LSC

 applies, and it cannot be made to do the work of the control constraint. What is it

 good for? It does predict why complements that are unacceptable with get and
 let are also unacceptable with like subject verbs. This was Perlmutter's argument

 for it. But it was a curious kind of distributional argument. We observe that a

 great many verbs have the same constraint on their complements. To explain

 this we propose that two of these verbs can be embedded beneath the others in

 deep structures. The constraint can be formally stated for these two verbs, and

 will be inherited by the others. This form of argument would be obviously

 grotesque if we chose as the special two verbs not get and let but try and conde-
 scend, so that the constraint on persuade or bother or get or let followed from their

 having embedded try and condescend clauses in deep structure, deleted in the
 course of derivation.

 The reason why the argument is so implausible for these two verbs but

 appealing for get and let is only that the sentences:

 (6o) Sam condescended to get himself aretd
 (let himself bea

 are paraphrases of the sentence:

 (6I) Sam condescended to be arrested.

 Apart from this semantic fact, which any theory must account for, we would
 naturally adopt the simpler explanation of the distributional similarities, which

 is that all of these verbs are directly subject to the same constraint. As I have

 I05
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 shown, they must all be regarded as subject to the control constraint. So it only
 remains to show that the control constraint can account for the paraphrase
 relations between sentences as well as, indeed better than, the causal clause
 analysis can. (See also Fischer & Marshall, I969.)

 We have said that a sentence with a control verb will be acceptable only if its
 subject (for try, intend, etc.) or its object (for persuade, force, etc.) has some con-
 trol over the state of affairs that the complement describes, and that this control

 can be of various kinds. The complement may describe an action that the person
 can perform directly, or it may describe an action that he can persuade, force,
 bribe, trick, etc., someone else into performing, or an action he can permit,
 refrain from preventing, refuse to allow others to prevent, etc., someone else

 from performing. It may describe a situation resulting from an action he can

 perform, or one that will result from the action of someone he can influence.
 A sentence like:

 (62) Sam condescended to be arrested.

 will be specified as acceptable subject to the condition that Sam has some control
 over his being arrested, i.e. subject to the condition that arresting Sam is an

 action that Sam can perform himself, or is an action Sam can entice, force, allow,
 etc., someone else to perform. Since one CAN allow or provoke someone to arrest
 one, sentence (62) is acceptable; since one cannot arrest oneself, it is acceptable
 only on the understanding that Sam let or got someone to arrest him.

 Thus the paraphrase relations that were explained by the abstract causal deep

 structures can be explained without them. Indeed it is dubious that the causal

 deep structures do really explain them. Newmeyer (I969) and Fischer and
 Marshall (I969) have observed that there is no one causal verb or pro-verb that

 would capture the paraphrase relations in all cases. Different verbs are needed,
 depending both on the verb of the main clause and on the nature of its comple-
 ment. Newmeyer notes, for example, that the sentence:

 (63) We intended (for) the package to be picked up by the kidnapper.
 cannot be paraphrased with get or let or make:

 (64) We intended to let the package be picked up by the kidnapper.
 (65) We intended to get the package picked up by the kidnapper.

 (66) *We intended to make the package be picked up by the kidnapper.

 It can be paraphrased fairly closely by have:

 (67) We intended to have the package picked up by the kidnapper.

 But have will not serve in other contexts, for example:

 (68) I intend my son to be rich.
 (69) *I intend to have my son be rich.

 io6
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 Unless some principles can be provided to predict the correct causal verb or

 pro-verb in each case in which the causal clause theory is appealed to, it cannot

 be said to provide an explanation of the paraphrase relations. (Incidentally,

 Newmeyer took this attack on the causal clause analysis to show that there is no

 LSC in English, but of course this does not follow and it is not true.)

 This connects with the further observation that the control constraint is not

 in fact a single uniform constraint but varies slightly from verb to verb; com-

 plements that are acceptable with one control verb are not acceptable with others.

 For example:

 intended'
 (70) He {*tried not to change the tyre with his eyes closed.

 7 H itended lto be allowed to go.
 }*condescended
 fintend

 *condescended
 (72) L *tried to know who said that.

 *forced Bill

 (73) {Persuaded } Bill to lurk in the shrubbery.

 r tried

 (74) *bt persuaded Bill to believe what Sam had said.
 *forced Bill
 [tried

 (7 5)1 { d dd to understand the argument.
 { tried

 *condescended I
 76 *forced Bill j not to be afraid.

 persuaded Bill J

 Differences like these are not hard to find, and intuitively they are not hard to

 explain. I can condescend to do things that are well within my power but they

 must be things that I could choose not to do and, characteristically, things that

 benefit others rather than myself. I can bother to do things that benefit myself

 as well as others, but they must be things that have a certain nuisance value

 attached. I can try to do things that are, or only may be, or even in some circum-

 stances may not be (since the relevant notion of control does not guarantee

 invariable success), within my power, but these things must cost me some effort

 to achieve. By contrast I can intend to do almost anything I can do. I can per-

 suade someone to do things (like lurking in the shrubbery) that I cannot force

 him to do, because activities like lurking have certain intentions or goals built into
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 them but what a person is forced to do he does because he is forced, not for
 other reasons.

 The acceptability of a complement with a control verb thus depends both on
 the meaning of the complement and on the meaning of the control verb. Because
 all of these verbs are rather similar in meaning (they all concern intentions or
 intentional actions), they all have rather similar constraints on their complements.
 But they are not identical in meaning and the constraints on their complements
 are therefore not identical. The differences can be expected to follow from an
 adequate semantic analysis of each of these verbs in terms of the notion of
 control (though beyond the informal remarks above I have none to offer), but
 the get/let analysis is just not flexible enough to deal with them. The postulation
 of abstract causal deep structures, though in principle a considerable enrichment
 of the grammar of English, thus does not do what it was designed to do syn-
 tactically and is not rich enough to do what it was designed to so semantically. A
 relatively superficial syntactic analysis together with a very detailed semantic
 analysis is what is needed.

 5. SPECULATIONS

 Perlmutter's account of like subject verbs in English was only part of a more
 general study of filtering mechanisms. Perlmutter observed that there are also
 like subject constraints in Serbo-Croatian and Bulgarian, and that Lakoff's
 proposal that like subject verbs are absolute exceptions to Equi-NP Deletion
 could not be true of these languages. He concluded that the LSC must hold over
 deep structures in these languages. If it could be regarded as a deep structure
 constraint in English too, this might be the basis for some universal characteriza-
 tion of possible constraints. But I have shown that it is not a deep structure con-
 straint in English, and this raises the question of what is the relationship between
 the constraints in these various languages, for they are too similar to suggest
 mere coincidence. The control constraint, which concerns semantic relations,
 would be expected to be universal, but the LSC, which is a relatively superficial
 syntactic constraint, would be expected to be language specific. So one would
 like to know what the LSC is FOR, and why it should appear in different lan-
 guages. The answer to this question may lie in the answer to another, which
 concerns the relationship between the LSC and the control constraint in English.

 It is a striking fact that the noun phrase that must designate someone with
 control over the situation described by the complement is the one that governs
 Equi-NP Deletion and hence is governed by the LSC. It is the subject of try and
 condescend, and the object of persuade and force. And this is true even for a verb
 like promise, which is unusual with respect to Equi-NP Deletion. In a sentence
 like:

 (77) The children promised me to be good.
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 the subject of the complement is deleted under identity with the subject noun
 phrase the children, and it is the children who must have some control over their
 being good. These observations suggest that the LSC and the control constraint
 really are not independent. I have shown that Perlmutter's way of tying them
 together, by having one constraint do both jobs, was wrong, and that the two
 constraints do not apply to exactly the same classes of verbs. But the suspicion
 remains that there is some connection between them.

 The noun phrase to which the control constraint applies is obviously fixed by
 the meaning of the verb. Force, for example, could not mean what it does if it
 could accept without anomaly complements over which its OBJECT has no control.
 But this is logically quite compatible with there being no LSC on force, or with
 there being an LSC applying to its SUBJECT. The latter would, however, exclude
 an enormous number of semantically acceptable sentences. Since the complement
 clause would have to contain a noun phrase identical to the subject of force, we
 would not be able to describe (straightforwardly) John's forcing Bill to do
 something which did not involve John in some fashion. By contrast, an LSC on
 the object of force limits what we can say much less drastically and arbitrarily.
 All it prevents us from saying is that John forced Bill to bring about a situation
 in which BILL was not a participant. Example (56) above shows that such possi-
 bilities exist; one can have control over a state of affairs without being a part of
 that state of affairs. Nevertheless, having control is very often correlated with
 being a participant, so relatively few semantically possible sentences are excluded
 by the LSC if it applies, as it in fact does, to the controller noun phrase. And
 even if the LSC holds over deep structures, as it is claimed to in Serbo-Croatian
 and Bulgarian, most of the things we might want to say can still be said. The
 controller must be referred to in the complement clause and referred to specifi-
 cally by the deep structure subject of that clause, but the correlation of deep
 structure subjects with agency and hence with control will ensure that a high
 proportion of semantically acceptable sentences are also syntactically acceptable.

 Thus given that there IS an LSC in a language, we can see that it is no accident
 that it applies to control verbs and to the controller noun phrases of those verbs.
 The semantic facts provide some explanation for the otherwise arbitrary choice
 of noun phrases in the main clause by the LSC. (Jackendoff (I972) achieves some
 generalization by specifying the relevant noun phrase in terms of thematic
 relations rather than in terms of syntactic structure, but he gives no explanation
 of WHICH thematically defined noun phrase is relevant to the LSC for which
 verbs.)

 But why should there be an LSC at all? Here one can only speculate. Perhaps a
 limitation on distribution that is statistically frequent for semantic reasons has
 become ossified into a strict syntactic limitation on distribution. It would then
 serve as a low level (and fallible) way of ensuring that the control constraint is
 met at a much more abstract level. If this should be right, the explanation of the
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 syntactic constraint lies in the semantic one even though they can be shown to be
 distinct.
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